Those who must make dec ision s based upon th e results
of th e measurements are addressed principally in th e Summary which directly follows this fore word. The material in parts I. and v.s. would also be of inte rest to suc h readers.
2. Those who wish to use th e Van den Akker a uxi liary s phe re method for de te rmining absolute refl ectance should find th e material in parts II, III, and V.A. to be of particular inte rest, and part IV can be read superfic ially, if at all, in order to glean a few technological ideas.
3. Those who are interested in a detailed understanding of the way in which these measurements are carried out at NBS and in a detailed discussion of the error analysis should, after a careful reading of parts II and III, place the ir emphasis on part IV.
Summary
Of the light or other optical radiation inc ide nt upon a sU/{ace in a given d irection and at a given wavelength, a frac tion is refl ected from th e s utface. This fracti on is called the spec tral directional-hemispheri cal re fl ectance of the surface, and measurin g it acc urately is important in two different classes of ap plications :
1. Applications in whi ch th e value of the reflectance is of direct importa nce. Such applications include radiative energy tra nsfer as in solar energy devices, lighting system engineerin g, calibrating radiometers in re mote sensing satellites, and formulating the pigmentation in paints and other finishes.
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2. Appl ication s in whi c h th e ac tua l value of th e re nectance is of seconda r'y importance, but for wh ic h the basis of measu rement must be ex tre me ly stabl e in time. These a ppl ications includ e qu ality co ntrol in automated production and spec ifica ti ons involv ing co lor or appea rance of fi nis hed products. For s uch app lications, the instruments whi c h are used a re cali brated with material standards, a nd the laboratories suppl ying these standards mus t be able to measure refl ectan ce directly in ord er to measure th e standards and verify the ir stabi lity.
The economic benefits de rived from hav ing this porti on of th e measurement syste m under co ntrol are very la rge, coming in the form of an accu mul ation of modest benefits ove r a very large base of application [1] . r In order to rea lize these advantages, it is important th at th e un ce rtainty in the measurements be comme ns urate with the uniform ity and sta bility of the refl ectance of the surfaces enco untered in practice. For a number of applications, it is important to measure directional-hemispherical ren ectance factors nea r 1 with an uncertainty in the neighborhood of ± O.OO1. The present extensive work on spectral direc tional-hemi s pheri cal refl ectance was undertaken at NBS for two reasons. Firs t, the stated uncertainty of ±0.005 for the NBS re fl ecta nce fac tor scale established in 1965 [2]1 was too large for many of the applications for which we were call ed upon to standa rdize the measure ments. Second, and even more disturbing, inte rco mparisons between the scales of national standardizing laboratories in connection with the work of the Intern ationa l Sta ndardization Orga nization (ISO) revealed diffe re nces as great as 0.015 between the measure d val ue of reflectance of the same samples. Such a large diffe rence can have seri ous econom ic consequences in internatio nal trade in fini shed goods s uc h as paper.
As a first step in thi s work, we have investi ga ted in great detail the Van has been used in the past at NBS, improving upon the techniques and providing the necessary corrections to make the measureme nts pre cise and accurate to within ±0.0015 to the best of our knowl ed ge . This ste p has been completed and is reported in this paper. The new and former NBS scales of measure me nt agree to well within the combined measure ment uncertainties.
As a second ste p, we plan to investigate the techniques used by the othe r major national laboratories and to work with our colleagues in these laboratories to dete rmine the cause of the discre pencies which have been encounte red internationally. As palt of this s te p, we have already comple ted a set of measure me nts using a second me thod of de te rmination, the Sharp-Little me thod. The results obtained with that method a re in good agreement with those re ported in this pape r a nd a re to be published soon in another paper in this same seri es. We have visited the National Researc h Council Laboratories in Canada (NRC) for d e tailed discussions of these results. We also plan to conduc t expe rime nts with the Korte method c urre ntly used by the Phys ikalisch-Technisc he Bundesans taldt (PTB) in Germany and possibly with one or two othe r a pproac hes less commonly used.
The scale of directional-he mis phe ri cal refl ectance as c urre ntly establi shed will be di sseminated through standards s upplied through the NBS Office of Standard Refere nce Materials a nd through comme rc ial secondary s tanda rds laboratories in the Unite d States. The improve me nts in techniques which have been developed as a result of this work will be submitted to the appropriate committees of ASTM , ANSI , a nd TAPPI fo r possible incorporation in standa rd procedures. Whe n the inte rnational discre pancies have been eliminated , we will be working with NRC, PTB , a nd possibly othe r laboratories as s ta ndardizing la bora tories for ISO refl ectance measure me nts.
I. Introduction
Direc tional-hemisphe ri cal (d/h) refl ectance fac tor meas ure me nts are importa nt in a wide varie ty of a pplications . If the results of these measure me nts a re to be a useful tool for technical communication , the measureme nts must be made acc urately. Most rellectometers a re not capable of meas uring d/h refl ectance fac tor directly, but can onl y compare the refl ecta nce fac tors of two objects. The calibration of s uc h instrume nts is accom p li shed by measuring a sta ndard obj ect whic h has a known re fl ectance fac tor. To see tha t acc urately measured refl ec ta nce sta ndards are available to the measureme nt community is one of the pri ma ry responsibilities of the spectrophotome try gro up of the Radiome tric Phys ics Sectio n of the Institute for Basic Sta ndards.
In the development a nd production q uality control of finis hed products in wh ich appeara nce is an importa nt fac tor, the measure me nt of re fl ectance should be accura te to within ±0. 002 . This level of acc uracy or bette r is also important to rapidly e valua ting the stability of refl ecting mate rials under weatheri ng a nd ageing . These two types of applicatio ns are the ones whic h commonly call for the lowest measure ment unceltainty. It is diffic ult to produce highly refl ecting s urfaces for whic h the refl ectance is reproduced to better than ± 0.001 a nd the refl ecta nce of mos t s urfaces is not eve n uniform to this degree. The refore , a refl ecta nce meas uri ng capa bility for whic h the uncertai nty is less than ± 0 .001 is both necessary a nd s uffi c ie nt fo r a na tional sta ndardizing laboratory. The work desc ribed in this technical note is part of an effort to reduce the uncertainty in diffuse reflectance factor measure ments at NBS from an estimated ± O. 005, whic h it has been in the recent past, to ±O Until recently, that instrume nt has been used for most refl ectance measure ments made at NBS. The rellectance of the Vitrolite standards has been shown to be ve ry s table by measure ments made over a p e riod of thirty years relative to freshly prepa red MgO surfaces [6] . In 1974, the scale of measurement was rec hecked using the same apparatus used in the 1965 experiments and the agreeme nt was within the expe rime ntal error associated with the meas ure ments. In April of 1974 and through the followin g year, it was determined from measure me nts made on a number of samples that there was a sys te matic diffe rence between the scales of measure me nt be ing used by NBS and the National Researc h Council Labora tories of Canada (NRC). This differe nce was a pproxima te ly 0.01 5 at the short wavele ngth end of the vi sibl e s pectrum and decre ased more or less regularly to approximately 0.01 at the long wavelength e nd of the spectrum (table I) . A similar inte rcomparison be tween NRC and Phys ikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt of Ge rma ny (PTB) [7] revealed only slight diffe re nces be tween the meas urements be ing made by these laboratories (table II) . Since the NBS uncertainty at that time is conservatively estimated to be ±0.005 a nd the NRC uncertainty is conse rvatively estimated to be ±0.003 , the difference is clearly significant.
T A BLE I
Data from an intercomparison betwee n NRC and NBS of refl ectance measureme nts on a sprayed BaSO .008
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The methods used by NBS, NRC, a nd PTB are all diffe rent. In a ny suc h case of disagreeme nt between measurements, all measureme nts and methods are logically su spect [9] , which was the method used to establi s h the NBS scale. The results of thi s investi gation are re ported in this paper.
As a result of this investi gation a new NBS scale of diffuse refl ectance fac tor measurements for 6° inc idence a nd he mispheri cal collec tion has been establis hed whic h is believed to be accurate to within ±0.OOI5. The new scale of reflectance fac tor diffe rs by less than 0.002 from the scale form e rly used by NBS. Since thi s investigation revealed no ca use for the discrepancy betwee n national laboratories, we are und erta king a thorough examination of the me thods used by the other laboratories. The results of that work are to be reported in future papers.
II. Definitions

A. Directional-Hemispherical Reflectance
One quantity to be measured is the spectral dllt refl ectance, p (U, P, .\) at a point on a plane surface. Using the notation described in NBS Technical Note 594-9 [10] , this quantity can be expressed in terms of a generalized scattering fun cti on S as: p (U, P, .\) = ff S (U, P; u, p, .\) u·da dw (1) wh ere S(U, P; u, p, .\) is the radiance emerging from the sample sUlface at point p in direction u due to a unit flux striking the sample at point P in direction U . It is assumed th at th e sampl e is non-fluorescent so that all of th e radiation can be confined to a very narrow band at wavelength A. The integral with respect to the solid angle, w, in which the radiation eme rges is taken over the entire hemi sphe re of 31 directions and the integral with respect to the area a from which the radiance emerges is take n over the entire area from which the flux emerges. For the unifol'm, isotropic sa mples to be discussed in this paper, the dllt re fl ectance can be represented by p(r, A), where r is the angl e be twee n th e direction of inc idence u and the surface normal.
B. Directional-Hemispherical Reflectance Factor
A typical dllt refl ectometer has an entrance port whi ch subtends at the sample a c irc ularly shaped solid angle w' which in magnitude is on the order of 10-3 steradians. None of the flux falling into w' reaches the detector, and therefore the instrument does not compare dllt refl ectances of the samples as just defin ed but rathe r comIfares " directionalhemis pheri cal" re fl ectance fac tors [11] F( "A) for collection over the entire solid angle except for w' . That is to say, th e retrorefl ected flux is excluded from the measurement. To a very good approximation:
wh ere the prime on the integral indicates integration ove r th e e ntire hemisphere except for w' and o(P -p)/7T is the idealized scattering fun ction S for an ideal diffuse re fl ector.
It is the quantity F(r, A) in which we are most interested wh en calibrating a re fl ectom eter, and dete rmining thi s qua ntity for several working stand ards is th e object of the work reported in this paper.
III. An Overview of the Method
The method to be desc ribed for determining dlh refl ectance fac tor is more complex tha n th e method for measuring dlh reflectance origi nally proposed by Van den Akker. In th e ori ginal method, it was assu med that dlh refl ectance is independent of the direction of inc idence. Since this is not suffi c iently co rrect for many surfaces, additional meas urements a re need ed in ord er to acc urate ly dete rmine th e dill refl ectance using thi s approach. Also, th e relation s hip between dlh refl ecta nce and the re fl ectance fac tor as measured by a n instrument must be de te rmin ed . However, for simplicity , we will continue to call the e ntire process th e Va n den Akker method . Although this method is s imple in princ iple a nd is potentially one of the most acc urate methods, th e d esc riptions of it in the literature are usually give n in terms of involved summation s of infinite series. These d esc ription s tend to cloud the simplicity of the method a nd to lead to a mi sund erstanding of it. Therefore, before desc ribing the details of th e measurements as performed at NBS, we wiiJ first provide a brief overview of th e method in terms of four main steps. The first a nd last steps were used in the ori gi nal Van den Akker method, and we have added the additiona l steps to take into acco unt the vari ation of per, .\) with r and the difference between per, .\) and F(r, A).
The primary measurement in th e Van den Akke r method is a measurement of the refl ectance of the wall of an integrating sphere (fig 1) under the irradi ation it receives in th e sphe re. We will call this refl ectance the Van de n A k ker refl ecta nce pJ....\). A flux is introduced into the sphere by refl ect in g a collimated beam of radi ation from the back of the sphere. Most of the radiation which strikes a given area of the sphere wall has undergone many reflec tions. In a sphere of this type, the average number of times a photon will have passed into the sphere wall and been reflected before it is absorbed or escapes would be between fifty and one-hundred. Because the reflection from the sphere wall is very diffuse, any asymmetry in the way the photons are introduced is dispelled in one or two reflections and the distribution of radiance, Ls, striking the wall has two characteristics properties. First, the irradiance is very nearly uniform over the sphere wall. This follows from the fact that a perfectly Lambertian (radiance constant with respect to direction) reflected flux would produce a uniform irradiance over the sphere wall. Since the distribution of the reflected flux is very nearly Lambertian, the distributon over the sphere wall of incident photons which have been reflected more than two or three times is for all practical purposes uniform. This phenomenon is well-known and forms the basis for the many applications of integrating spheres in which the sphere is used as a flux averaging device. Another property of the spherical geometry which is less often noticed is that a photon which leaves the sphere wall at an angle () will next strike the sphere wall at the same angle. Thus, after one or two reflections, an angular distribution of radiance Ls (r), will be set up which represents, to within a proportionality constant, the incident and emerging radiance at any point on the sphere wall. Unlike the distribution of irradiance over the wall area, the distribution of the radiance with respect to the angle does not become uniform with angle but takes on a distribution determined by the bidirectional reflectance properties of the wall coating. The remaining steps in the method relate the Van den Akker reflectance to the d/h reflectance factor and provide a method of using this reflectance data to calibrate an instrument. The four steps in the Van den Akker method can be outlined as follows:
A. Determining the Van den Akker Reflectance Pv(A.)
A sphere with a single port (see fig. 1 ) is lined with a highly reflecting white coating, radiation is introduced into the port in a collimated beam, and, from measurements made of the flux re-emerging from the port and of the flux reflected 32 from the target area, the Van den Akker reflectance Pv~ is determined. A flux cPo (A) is introduced into the sphere in a collimated beam which strikes the target area of reflectance Pt (r, A), providing a nearly Lambertian source of radiation which emits a flux cPoPt. A fraction f of this flux passes out through the port as a nearly collimated beam, and the remaining portion falls on the sphere wall and is reflected with reflectance p~, the average reflectance of the sphere wall, excluding the port. This flux, the strength of which is given by cf>oPt (1 -f)p'v, acts as a radiation source which is uniformly distributed over the sphere wall. This flux is the source of radiant energy for the total flux cf>.{ A) striking the sphere boundary. A fraction f of Ai passes out through the port, and a fraction (1 -p~) of the remaining (1 -f) is absorbed in the sphere wall or otherwise lost and is not returned to the sphere. In equilibrium, the flux lost from cPi out the port and into the walls is replaced by the unifonmly distributed source, from which an equilibrium flux balance equation can be obtained: 
wheref' is the fraction of the lambertian flux which escapes from the ports of the reflectometer sphere and f" is the corresponding fraction of the nearly collimated beam which emerges from the sphere as a result of the first reflection from the back of the Van den Akker sphere. With the target area from the back of the sphere placed directly on the reflectometel' sample port as a sample, a signal Q ~ A) is obtained:
. (5) It is arranged that the angle of incidence r at which cf>o strikes the target when Q t is measured is the same as when Q s is measured. Equations (3), (4), and (5) can be solved to obtain an expression for p~ in terms ofQt, Qs,f,f' andf". where
(6a)
If a were 0, this would be the usual fonm cited for the Van den Akker reflectance. The facto)' 1/(1 -a) takes into account that the first reflection of the incident beam from the target in the sphere emerges nearly collimated whereas the remaining flux emerging from the sphere is nearly Lambertian. If the reflectometer handled both fluxes in the same way, i.e., iff' andf" were equal, this term would be zero. However, it is usually the cause thatf" is very much larger than!, and this contribution must be included.
An additional modification must be made in th e original Van den Akker equation to take into account th e effect on p~ of th e retrorefl ectance of th e sph ere wall. Thi s modification , whi ch results in only a small adjustm ent p~ but whi ch greatly compli cates th e form of eq (6), is di scussed in d etail in appendix A.
Since (1 -j)(1 -p~) in eq (3) represents th e portion of cpj whi ch is lost everywh ere but out of th e port, it follows that th e refl ectance Pv ' is the average refl ectance over th e sph ere area excluding the port. To relate p~ to a propert y of th e sphere coating, it is important that the sphere coating be uniform and co mpletely cover all of the sphere area except for th e entrance port. If it is necessary to have cracks or other gross imperfections in th e coating, the losses in such imperfections must be estimated and p~ must be suitably corrected in order to obtain the Van In order that the need for th e next ste ps be more readily understood, Pv will be interpreted in terms or th e direction alhemispherical refl ec tance, p, as defin ed in eq (1). [12] Ne is proportional to th e dlh refl ectance.
The constant k2 can be ex pressed in terms of measured quantiti es by s imultan eous so luti on of eq s (7), (9) , and (10).
wh e re N e is th e weighted average of Ne (f , A) with we ightin g fun cti on Ng(f , A) sinf . With th e value of k2 de te rmined, th e dlh refl ec tance for a ny wave le ngth and angl e of in cid ence can be calcul ated from th e relat ive dlh refl ecta nce data by usin g eq (10) . Howe ve r, we prefer to use a n express ion fo r p(f , A) whi ch tak es th e form of a small adjustm ent of th e Van den Akker reflectan ce. By s ubstituting th e expression for k2 from eq (11) into eq (10) a nd using some alge brai c ma nipulation , one can put eq (10) into th e form
where
If th e ge nera lized scatterin g fun c ti on S for directiom; of incidence and refl ecta nce both falling within th e refl ec tometer entrance port (retrorefl ec tance at entrance a ngle f ) were equal to the average of S ove r all direc ti ons of viewi ng, then the refl ectance p (f , A) and the refl ecta nce fa ctor F(f , A) will be equal. However, for th e usual type of s ph ere coating, S in the retrorefl ectiv e direction has been observed to be as mu ch as 50 percent above th e average at small angl es of observ ation [13] . Therefore, th e bidirection al refl ectance fac tor F(U, U A) must be determined over th e extent of th e solid angle Wi surrounding the inci dent directi on U and th e relation ship betw een F(f , A) a nd p(f , A) determined from eqs (1) and (2)
(1 -;: w I cosy ) (13) where the integral in w is taken over 
where Qc is the refl ectometer signal for the standard and Qi is the reflectometer signal for the ith one of the n samples which are taken to represent the sphere wall. In day-to-day use, the d/h reflectance factor F x(f, >..) of a sample can be measured by comparison to th e stable standard. (15) where the reflectometer readings Qx and Qc are taken close together in time in order to minimize the effects of instrument drift.
IV. The Measurements as Currently Made at
NBS
The overview in the preceding section descri bes in general the way that d/h reflectance can be determined by the Van den Akker method. Three determinations of the d/h reflectance of a set of standards has been made using the DRS. Through the experience gained in these 'determinations, a procedure for making the measurements with this instrument has been worked out. That procedure is described in this section to give a documented starting point for future improvements in the method and the data from these three determinations provide the basis for the current NBS scale of 6° /h reflectance factor.
Three different materials were used as sphere coatings for the determinations. In the first determination , the sphere was coated with BaS04 powder [3, 14] from a stock which had been on our laboratory shelf for some time and had been opened on previous occasions. This was used to obtain experience with the method and to obtain an idea of some of the difficulties which might be encountered with a material which was slightly contaminated and which had a slightly lower reflectance than the best quality coatings. In the second determination, the sphere was coated with Halon [3, 15] powder, and in the third determination a fresh lot of reagent grade BaS04 powder [3, 16] was used. The advantages and disadvantages of each coating will be brought out in the 34 discussion of the measurement errors in the description of each of the three main measurement steps.
A. Determining the Van den Akker Reflectance Pv(X)
The design of the spheres used to determine the Van den Akker reflectance of the sphere coating material is shown in figure 1 . In some of his earlier work using this method, Van den Akker used a sphere with many removable sections in order to sample at many points the actual sphere coating being measured. However, the presence of many removable sections provides an uneven substructure for the sphere coating, creating a potential for dark rings and even cracks in the coating at the border of each removable section. Therefore, we decided to have only the target area removable and to rely on reproducing the coating for a representative sampling.
The sphere coating is made by packing the powder into the aluminum sphere shell with an electrically driven hammer which has a Teflon [3] head ( fig. 2 ). The hammer is mounted on a stand and each hemisphere of the sphere is mounted in tum on a gimbal which allows it to be rotated about a point a fixed distance behind the hammer. In this way, a hemisphere of constant interior radius R is packed uniformly in a mechanical way. A plastic ring attached to the flange of each hemisphere as it is being packed allows the packing jig to be aligned the same for both hemispheres and allows the coating to be built up to full thickness at the edge of the hemisphere. In this way, when the plastic ring is removed and the sphere is joined, a uniform sphere coating of interior radius R results which has no crack at the plane where the hemispheres join. 
Determining the Uncorrected Van den Akker Reflectance p~
The fraction! introduced in eq (6) is taken as that portion of the area of the sphere of radius R which is occupied by the port of radius r, i.e.,
Associated with each determinaton of! there is an estimated random error, as defined in appendix B. A random error OR arises from our inability to pack the sphere to the same radius R from one determination of refl ectance to the next and from the inability to measure the averageR exactly. This gives rise to a random error 8f which is given by: (17) A systematic error arises from any e rror in measuring rand from assuming tha t the measured r is the effective r. Both of th ese can be taken into account in term s of a n un celiainty !J.,. in the effective port radius. The estimated systematic enor !J.f is given by (18) . The refloectance of th~ sphe re was measured us ing th e DRS wIth the 6 /h (specular mcluded) ge neral purpose integrating sphere [17] . In this mode of ope rati on, th e instrument is a dual beam refl ectometer with a capability of highly acc urate measurements of relative 6°/h refl ectance factor, i.e., the instrument measures a quantity Q whic h is proportional to the 6°/h reflectance factor of th e sample appearing in the plane of its sample port. With the sphere in place as a sample, a reflecta nce value which will be called Q~ is measured. As is d escribed in detail in the Tec hnical Note on the DRS [18] , a correction must be made for the small amoun t of radiation which does not enter the sphe re port but ins tead is refl ected from that portion of the sphere port plate whi ch shows in the refl ectom eter sample port or is refl ected from the sphere wall of the refl ectometer itself. In ord er to COITect for thi s scattered radiati on, a second refl ectance measurement is made with the auxiliary sphe re port plate in place without the sphere behind it, i.e., wi th most of the sampl e beam of the reOectometer pass ing out in to th e room and be ing lost. The refl ec tance value Qp obtained in this manne r must be subtracted from Q~ in order to obtain a refl ectance value proportiona l to the radiation being returned from in side the sphe re. Most of the radiati on emerging from th e sphere passes freely back through the port into the refl ec tometer s phe re. A small fraction of it , however, will strike the polished beveled edge of the auxiliary sphere port and will, thereby, suffel' a slight loss as it returns to the refl ectometer sphere. To correct for this loss, we measured the relative reflectance Q f of a fl at plate of the same stainless steel from which the a uxiliary sphere port plate was made. Since Q f in the refle ctometer is approximately the reflectance of the sample relative to the sphere wall which in turn has a refl ectance nearly 1, Qf was approxi ma!dy the reflectance of th e stainless steel plate for 6° inc idence. The radiation coming from the sphere which strikes the beveled edge strikes it at near grazing incid ence. Sin ce the reflectance from a metal surface nea r grazing incidence is higher than the near-normal reflecta nce, we c hose to represent the refl ectance from the be veled ed ge by (1 + 2Q /)/3. This estimate is based on the general shape of the refl ectance c urves for metals (19] and on the port dimensions (fi g. 3) [20] . Under this assumption, if the projected solid angle subte nd ed by the be veled edge of the port ave raged over the port area is we, an expression for the corrected sphere reflectance Q s can be written as (19) (19) is a pproximately 1 and the small ra ndom e rror in Q f has little effect on the total rando m error. Thel'efore (20) Also associated with the determination of Q s is a sys temati c error !J.Q . whic h arises from the unceltainty in We and from the approximation used in estimating the eflective reflectance of the beveled ed ge of th e port. The systematic uncertainty in the beveled edge correc tion is estimated to be one-half as large as the correc ti on itse lf, so th at
The re flectan ce of the removable target was measured us ing th e same instrume nt. In thi s case a value Q; was obtained whi ch a lso included a s mall contribution due to stray rad iati on from the sa mpl e beam wh ich is refl ected from the reflec tometer sphere wall a nd from that portion of the target which is outside the region occupied by the auxiliary sphe re port. A correcti on for this contribution was obta ined by measuri ng Q e with a sample in th e port made of the same material as the ta rget but whi c h has a hole in it the size of the port in the a uxili ary sphe re. Note that in this measuremen t, the beveled edge is no t present, s ince the stainless steel port structure depicted in fi gure 3 is part of the auxiliary sphere .
The corrected relative refl ec ta nce of th e ta rget Q t is obtained
An expression fo r the random error assoc iated with this determination of Q t is dete rmined in a stra ightforward fas hion and resembles eq (20) .
The values off, Q s, and Qt obtai ned above were used in eq (6) (more specifically, eq (A7)) to calculate va lu es of p'J A), the Van den Akker reflectance of the sphere wall in its e ntirety. The random error in p~ is obtained from eq (6) as
The syste ma ti c e rror in p~ is given similarl y by:
(25)
where tlQ. is onl y that portion of the syste matic uncerta inty in Q. given by eq (21). Note tha t the contribution to the syste matic error in Q. a nd Q t due to syste matic e rrors in the DRS are omitted because these e rrors are very s mall [21] and because they tend to cancel when the ratio Q tlQ. is take n in de terminin g p~ from eq (6). The refore there is no ~Qt term in eq (25).
. From Uncorrected Van den Akker Reflectance P~ to Corrected Van den Akker Reflectance Pv
The quantity p~ as determined in the preceding section is the average Va n den Akker reflectance of the sphe re wall. In order to obtain the Van den Akker refl ectance of a thick coating of th e sphe re wall material, it is necessary to correct e~ for the effect of the c rac k around the removable target section and for translucency in the sphere wall coating.
a . The Gap Around the Target
Since the target portion of the sphere is removable, the re is a narrow gap in the sphere wall a round the target. The gap acts as a light pipe betwee n two aluminum sudaces, so th at the effective reflectance of the gap is essentially zero. Therefore, in order to relate the measured Van de n Akker refl ectance p~ to th e Van den Akker reflectance Pv of the wall coating, the loss in the gap mus t be accou nted for: (26) where r t is the radius of the target, W is the width of the gap, r is the radius of the e ntrance pOlt, and k t is a transluency correction factor as determined in section IV. A.2.b. below. The systematic error associated with the crack correction is estimated to be one-half the magnitude of the correction. The total systematic error in Pv is given by
b. Translucency of the Wall Coating
The relative reflectance as a function of thickness was measured at each of three wavelengths on samples of each type of coating material. The results of these measurements 36 are de picted in fi gure 4. The coating in the s phere is, on the average, about 4 mm thick , so that the reflectance of a barium s ulfate sphere wall is eq ual to the refl ectance in the limit of a very thic k wall, p ro [22) . Therefore, for these coatings k t = 1. Howe ver, in the case of Halon , the wall is not thick e nough a nd a correction was made based on the da ta in fi gure 4. In this correction , the thic kness of the coating at any point was ta ke n to be the distance from the surface to the aluminum su bstrate at that point, and a translucence correction fac tor k t was obtained by a calculation having the following form: (28) where Px is the relative refl ectance for the coating thickness at a give n point, PIO is the rela ti ve reflectance for a 10 mm thic k coating (assumed equal to Pool, dA is an eleme nt of th e sphere wall area, and th e integral is taken over the e ntire a rea of the sphere wall. . . (Normalized to give a refl ectance of approx imately I for thi ck samples.)
It is estimated that the coating thickness measureme nts might have been in error by as much as 1/ 2 mm for the 4 mm thickness. Therefore the calculation of eq (28) was redone using 3.5 and 4.5 mm for the average coating thickness over the main sphere wall in order to obtain an estimate of the random uncertainty Ok t of this correction. An expression for the random error in Pv as given by eq (26) is Since us ing the distance from the coating sur{ace to the aluminum substrate as its thickness is only a rough approximation in the regions of th e port and of th e target boundary , a systematic error will be introduced by that approximation . An estimati on of this uncertaint y was obtained by calculating k; = P4/PIO, a nd estimating the syste matic error as (k; -kt)/2.
We assumed the translucency correction to be approximately independent of wavelength. The data in figure 4, for 1 mm thic kness indicates that this may not be exactl y correct. The refore, there may be a wavelength depende nt syste matic e rror of approximately ±0.0005 in k t, with the positive erro r assoc iated with short wavelengths and the negative error with long wavelengths. The Halon coati ngs used in our apparatu s had a dens ity of 0.8 g cm-3 . Grum [23] refers to a coating of Ha lon whi c h is opaque at 2 mm thic kn ess . H owever, from th e desc ription of the pressure under which the coating was form ed, hi s coatings are probably much de nsel' than ours.
Sample Curvature and Sphere Size
Questions have been raised concerni ng the effect of the size of the sphere upon the Van den Akker re fl ectance. Possible errors may arise due to th e inability of the measuring instrument to properly compare the reflectance of curved and flat surfaces, e ither due to the difference in the relative areas of the port and the remainder of the sphere wall or due to a c hange in the refl ec tance of the wall coating with curvature. This q uestion has been addressed ex perimentally in two different ways . The relative 6° /h refl ectance of curved and flat sa mples was measured directl y. The average re lative reflectance at 550 nm of four concave BaS04 [14] samples from the first determination was 0.9826 ± 0.0027 and the average reflectance of two flat samples of the same material was found to be 0.9834, and the uncertainty is probably of the same order of magnitude. The difference of 0.0008 is probably not significant.
In the second test, the Van den Akker reflectance was determined using two different sized spheres, one with a 95 mm interior radius and the other with a 146 mm interior radius. Both spheres were coated with the type of BaS04 [6] used in the third determination. The Van den Akker reflectances for these two determinations are given in table III. It can be seen that there is no significant difference between the results from the two spheres.
. Results and Error Analysis
The Van den Akker reflectances Pv determined for each coating at twe nty-five nanometer intervals over the wavelength range 400 nm to 750 nm are given in tables IV , V and VI, and are pictured in figure 5 . A listing of typical values used in the calculations for the Van t €Pv is 2.3 X 10-4 (lipv = 2.1 X 10-4 and t1pv = 1.1 X 10-4 ). * ep is 9.8 X 10-4 (lip = 9.5 X 10-4 and t1p = 2.3 X 10-4). @E8 is 1.01 X 10-3 (8F = 9.5 X 10-4 and t1F = 3.3 X 10-4). t €Pv is 9.0 X 10 -4 (lipv = 7.3 X 10 -4 and t1pv = 5.1 X 10 -4) .
* ep is 9.6 X 10 -4 (lip = 7.9 X 10 -4 and t1p = 5. 5 X 10 -4 ). @€F is 9.7 X 10-4 (SF = 7.9 X 10-4 and t1F = 5.6 X 10-4 ). t Epv is 2.3 X 10-4 (Ilpv = 2.1 x 10-4 and dpv = 1.1 x 10-4 ).
* Epv is 2.1 X 10-3 (Ilp = 2.1 X 10-3 and dp = 2.3 X 10-4 ).
@EF is 2.1 X 10-3 (/W = 2.1 X 10-3 and !!,F = 3.3 X 10-4 ).
The smallest random error is in the central region of the spectrum , where the product of the source intensity and the receiver sensitivity is maximum. At the short wavelength end of the spectrum, there is an increase in uncertainty in Q t and Q s associated with a decrease in source intensity, while at the long wavelength end of the spectrum there is an increase in uncertainty associated with a decrease in receiver sensitivity. However, because the random en-or associated with! dominates the overall uncertainty, we will cite only error figures at 550 nm for Pv as representing the entire spectrum.
The total uncertainty in determining the Van den Akker reflectance is obtained by adding the random and systematic unceltainties in quadrature. The total uncertainty in the Van den Akker reflectance is 0.0002 for the BaS04 coating. It can be seen that this uncertainty is very small, confirming the results of the error analysis by Goebel, et aI., [2] . The larger uncertainty for the Halon coating is due to the transluscence of the coating and is introduced in the extrapolation to the reflectance of a thick enough layer rather than being caused by an uncertainty in the measurement. This additional uncer- (The height of the symbols X represe nt the total uncertainty. Height of the symbols 0 and .6. represents approx imately 4 limes the total uncertainty.) The associated solid curves s how p(6°, .\) for each coaling.
tainty would not exist if the Halon coating were twice as thick.
B. Adjustment from Van den Akker Reflectance Pv(A) to 6°jh Reflectance p(6°, A)
The second main step is the transition from pJ.A.) to p(6°, A). As was pointed out in section III, this step is an intrinsic part of the determination which is needed because the sphere coating is a real material and not an ideal Lambertian reflector. For this reason it is not proper to regard this step as a correction. However, for the type of sphere coatings being examined, the departure from Lambertian ref1ection is small and the difference between Pv and p is small. For this reason, we will refer to the transition step from Pv to P as an adjustment in order to emphasize the small size of the change with respect to the quantity being changed. (0) k, 
2.1 X Calcu lated from fiQ; and fiQ e above .
2.1 X Calculated from if, fiQ., and DQ, from (c), (g) and (j)
above.
(27) (7 X 10-4)*
Corresponds to an uncertainty in coating thickness of 0.5 mm.
2.1 X 10-4
Calculated from fip~ and (7.3 X 10-4)* 13k, above. Calc ulated from ll. r above.
Calcu lated from ll.we above and from Q" We , and Q. The instrument used was the NBS-Gaertner goniophotometer illustrated in figure 7 . The source aperture permitted collimation to within 0.25 0 of the optical axis, and the receive r was collimated to within 0.6 0 of th e optic axis. All three coatings were measured with a V>.-ill uminant C [24] spectral weighting, the centroid of which falls at approximately 550 nm. In addition, the coatings from the secoml and third determinations were measured using a 550 nm low pass intelference filter, which resulted in a centroid of spectral weighting at 450 nm, and using a 600 nm hi gh pass filter which resulted in a centroid spect ral weighting at approxiFor each type of sphere coating, the relative self-radiance N g( 'Y) / cos ' Y was determined as a func tio n of angle of emergence. A 75 mm radius sphere was coated using the same procedure as was used when coating the spheres for the Van den Akker reflectance determinations. This sphere was irradiated through its single port and the flux emitted from the port past a knife-edge was observed at a number of angles. The geometry of this measurement is illustrated in figure 6 . The relative magnitude of th e observed Oux divid ed by th e cos ine of th e observa tion a ngle is shown in fi gure 8. Also s hown in fi gure 8 are meas ureme nts made by scan ning, with a telescopic detec tor, the interior of a 20 em radius sphe re coated with Halon. These latter measure ments, be lieved to be muc h more accurate (±0.001) than th e knifeedge measure ments, exte nd only to 45°. Because of th e method used to produce the coating by ha mm e ring, the re is re ason to expect an inc rease in N g(y)jcos (y) as yapproaches 90° because of a slight gloss iness in the s Uiface . However, it appears that thi s effect is not nearly as great as the measureme nts us ing the knife-ed ge indicate . Two possible sources for the diffic ulties at large yare refl ec tions from the corne r of th e knife-ed ge and scatte red light from the receive r optics . At large y , the flux to be measured is s ma ll , so tha t small amounts of s tray radiation can cause large e rrors. Fortunate ly, thi s uncertainty in N g(y)jcos y results in only a small uncertainty in de te rmining C(r, A) . A di sc ussion of our 5r---------r---------r------- c hoice of fun c tion to represent N g(y) will be deferred to part IV. B.3 in whic h C(r, A) is calc ulated.
Determining the Relative Directional-Hemispherical Reflectance
NeW)
The relative directional-hemisphe ric al refl ectance of a sample of eac h of the three coatin gs was measured with the 
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DRS us ing the spec ial measurement accessory apparatus for this purpose [12] . A diagram o[ this measurement accessory is re produced from that re fe rence in fi gure 9. The refl ectance values were meas ured for radi ati on pola ri zed wi th th e elec tric vector in the pl ane of incidence and pe rpe ndicular to th e plan e of inc ide nce. The ave ra ge of th e rela ti ve refl ectance for the two polarizati ons was de te rmined as a [un cti on o[ a ngle of inc idence for each materia l for eac h of three wavele ngths, 450 nm , 550 nm , and 750 nm . The data we re fitted with a q uadratic fun c ti on, us ing a least-sq uares fittin g program, to obtain the N d f, .\) shown in fi gure 10. These c urves we re used to determin e th e adjus tm ent fun cti on C(f , .\) of eq (12) . The ge neral trend is for th e refl ectance to in c rease as th e a ngle of inc idence approac hes grazing. The a moun t of the inc rease is greate r for the materials with lower re fl ec tance. 3. Determining C(r, Xl
For each type of coating, the fun ction C was evaluated us ing in eq (13) the N g(y) and N df, .\) data from palts 1. and 2. above for each of the three wavele ngths 450, 550 , and 750 nm. Actually three sets of C we re calculated for each of three interpretations of the highly un certain data [or N g(y) in figure  8 above in order to evaluate the effect of that un certainty. We wish to dis tinguish between the data taken from measurements of the radiance from the sphere wall and the interpretati ons of this d ata which are used as incident radiance values in calcul atin g C(f, .\). We will do this by using a lower case y in N g(y)/cos y to indicate th e data obtained directl y from the measurements and by using an uppercase f in N g(f)/cos f to indicate th e processed data used as the relati ve radiance di st ribution inc ident on the sphere wall wh en we calculate C(f, .\). The first set of C(f, .\) was calc ulated assuming that 
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N g(y)/cos Y is independent of y. Thi s prov id es a lowe r limit on C. The seco nd was calcu lated by us in g 1 for N g(y)/cos y between 0 and 45°. To obta in th e N g( y )/cos y above 45° in thi s a pproxim ati on, a stra ight lin e was d rawn through th e knife-edge ex pe riment data from 0 to 45° and the a mount by whi ch the ex perimental data [or grea te r th an 45° fell above thi s line was added to 1 to obta in N g (y) . (See fi g. 11 for a diagra m illustrating thi s procedure for th e Ha lon data in fi g.
8.)
The set of N g(y) obta in ed in thi s way were consiste nt with the more acc ura te data from the te lescopic d etector scan a nd the C(f, .\) calculated with th ese N g(y ) a re used as th e accepted values. Finally, as an uppe r limi t, C's a re calculated using the unmodified kn ife-edge ex pe rime nt data given in fi gure 8. The fun cti ons C( f , .\) corres ponding to th e acce pted values, are plotted aga in st f for eac h of the th ree materials at eac h of three wave lengths in fi gure 12 . (See appendix C [or details of the calcul a ti ons leading to th is figure. )
Since th e goa l of thi s secti on is to dete rmine p(6°, .\) at 25 nm inte rvals over th e wave length range 400 nm :::s .\ :::s 750 nm , we need values of C(6°, .\) at th ese wavelengths. Since the large amoun t of data req uired wo uld ma ke imp rac ti ca l d etermining all of these values of C(6°, .\) in the way described above, we choose to determin e C(6°, .\) from the data at the three wavelengths 450, 550, and 750 nm by inte rpolati on and extrapola tion. Th is determinati on is based on th e d efinition of C(6°, .\) whic h comes [rom eq (12) 5r-------,-------r-------- Making use of this, we can write a correction factor C' (6°, A) whic h is a rough approxima tio n to C (6°, A) as : [12] . The values of C(6°, A) so de termined a re plotte d in fi g. 13.
-.001 , ----, ----, ----, r --, Since the we ighing to dete rm ine IV c (A) is heaviest at 45°, it follow s tha t (3 1) 42
Results a nd Error Analysis
The three sets of values fo r C( 6°, A) dete rmined above we re used in eq (12) to calcula te p(6°, A) for the three wall materials. The res ults of this calcul a tion a re s hown in the third columns of tables IV , V a nd VI a nd by th e line c urves in fi g. 5.
From eq (12) one can de termine a propagation of error formula for the random error op(6°, ,\) as:
In this form Pv, N G and N G. are eac h assumed to be 1, and errors co mm on to N G and N G are ignored , since these will effective ly cancel when the ratio is ta ken. Therefore the only errors to be included in eq (36) are the independe nt errors in the yari ous quantities . The principal independe nt uncertainty in N G is that due to the uncert ainty in the self-radiance measure ments as shown in appendix C. The principal random uncertainty in N G is due to the noise in the d/h da ta . Since the value of N 0(6°, ,\) was obtained through a rathe r indirect procedure involving curve fittin g, it is difficult to establish a good th eoretical basis for the e rror estimate. Therefore , we sought a reproducibl e way of estimating the error whi c h de pende d as little as poss ible on arbitrary judgme nt. Since most of the curves in volved fittin g through ten to fifteen po ints with a quadra ti c fun ction with two inde pendent parameters, the re is a lmost no likelihood th at a po int ta ken from the curve will depart from th e most pro ba bl e value by more th an the root mean sq ua re devi ati on of the individual points with respect to the curve . There fore, we will use this deviation as the estimated random uncertainty. In d etermining N G, two such fittin gs are involved , one to th e ori ginal d ata as a fun cti on of angle and one to the C('\) data used in the inte rpola tion. A s ummary of the ra nd om error anal ys is for th e pJA) to p(6°, ,\) adjustment is given in ta ble X.
The o nl y source of syste mati c error whi ch we have identifi ed for this adjustm ent step is a n un certainty in the measurement of N G due to the correcti on which is mad e for the entrance port of the refl ec tometer. This results in an un certa inty in C(r, ,\) of 2 X 10-4 ind epende nt of wavelength.
• The total uncerta inty in p(6°, ,\) for a give n de te rmina ti on is obta ined by adding op(6°, ,\) and /:lp(6°, ,\) in quadrature .
The additional uncerta inty introduced in making the adjustment from pJ,\) to p(6°, ,\) is of the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty in pJ,\) itself. Particul arly noteworth y is the large increase in uncertainty in the third d ete rmination. The barium sulfate used in this de termination had a rathe r "sticky" consistency which made it diffi cult to pac k it into a uniform smooth surface, and this may have had an e ffect upon the noise in the N G(r, ,\) data from this surface .
C. Adjustment from dlh Reflectance p(6°, X) to dlh
Reflectance Factor F(6°, X)
In order to determine the bidirectional refl ec ta nce fac tor in the retrorefl ective directi on, appa ra tu s was set up as customaril y used for measuring the coeffi cient of luminous intensity of retrorefl ective sheeting (See fi g. 14) . Since the retrorefl ecta nce of the s phere coatings is essentiall y s pec trally nonselective over the visible wave le ngth range [1 3] we meas ured the lumin ous re fl ecta nce fac to r for CIE illumin a nt A as be ing representative of the e ntire spectrum to within th e un certa inty of the retrorefl ec tance meas ure ments. Component du e to fitting wavelength da ta to C'(>' ).
SAMPLE SU RFACE REC EI VE R ----
ty-------
(e) 8N.W , >.) 9.2 X 10-' 4 .3 X 10-4 2 1 X 10-4 Quadra ture combinat ion of (0) a nd (d) above.
(I) 8p (6°, >.) 9 .5 X 10-4 7.9 X 10-4 2 1 X 10-4
Quadra ture combination of (a) , (b) a nd (c) above. Quadra ture combinati on of (g) a nd (h) a bove.
To make the measurements , the receiver was placed in the 4.3,.--------,---------r-------, sampl e position and a signal N R proportional to the normal illuminance IRon the sample was measured.
(37)
The receiver was the n moved to a position a distance d away from the sample and, on the same scale of measurement and using the same receiver aperture, s ignals N "{f3), which is in the same way proportional to the illuminance 1(f3) on the receiver due to the radiation reflected from the sampl e, was measured with th e e ntire sample area A in view. From the basic definition for reflectance fac tor, it follows that the reflectance factor F r(f3) can be determined from
The value of F 6~f3) so de termin ed as a function of observation angle f3 is given for BaS04 and for Halon in fi g 15. (See appendix A, sec. A.2 for furthe r discussion of these data a nd the e val uation of the integrals.) The re trore !1ectance fa c tor F 6~f3) was found to be essentia ll y independent of the angle which the plane of observation makes with respect to the plane of incidence. The re fore, the integral in eq (13) becomes
a nd Wi i n (13) becomes 
D. Determining the dlh Reflectance Factor of Working Standards
The d/h refle c tanc e fa c tor F(6°, A) determined in IV.C. a bove is the average for the wall coating used in the Van den Akker sphere. Since this coating is ne ither permanent nor readily accessible, the refl ectance fac tor F c( 6°, A) is determined for working s tandards made of glass, ceramic, or some other permanent material. The value of F c is assigned as indicated in eq (14) and the accompanying text. Specifically, we will de note by F c.;( 6°, A) the reflectance fa ctor for standard c as obtained from the jth determination. Equation (14) takes the form : Three different working standards are curre ntly used . These are identified and described in app endix D. The values of F c,j for each of these standards for eac h of three determinations are given in tables XI, XII and XIII, and sample calculations for the uncertainties appear in table XIV. The random uncertainty in the F c,j is given by V. Conclusions
A. Precautions and Pertinent Parameters
In the work reported in this paper , a large number of potential sources of error in determining reflectance factor using the Van den Akker method were investigated in order to evaluate the magnitude of their importance. Many of these sources of uncer1ainty were of little importance in themselves and even cumulatively were of importance only to a labo ratory see king the highest accuracy possible. For a laboratory for which a total un certainty on the order of ±0. 005 is tolerable, a number of the detailed steps described in section IV are not necessal)'. In this sec tion we will briefly describe precautions which should still be taken in the case of such truncated measurement procedures and make suggestion s for possible improvements in the overall procedure.
Determining the Van den Akker Reflectance p,,{A)
In an experiment designed and carried out with reasonable care, the Van den Akker reflectance Pv can be determine d very accurately. The principal strong point in this method is the insensitivity of the basic measurement accuracy to uncertainties in any of the measured parame ters such as th e port diameter, the sphere diameter, or th e rat io of the refl ectance of the sphere to the reflectance of the wall sample. The sensitivi ty to such parameters is kept lowest by using a large sphere with a small port (low /) and by using a highly reflecting coating in the sphere so that the sphere refl ec tance is still reasonably high.
Considerable care should be taken however to make the sphere coating in such a way that the Van den Ak ker reflectance can be related meaningfully to the reflectance of a sample of the coating. This means that a coating should be c hosen the reflectance of which is uniform and very reproducible. It is especially important that no cracks appear in the finished coatings and that the coating should be thick e nough to be opaque. In this regard , it is probably best not to incorporate a removable port in the Van den Akker sphere at all, but rather to rely upon the reproducibility of the coating and use the average Q from several separate samples of coating for Q t in eq (6) .
Adjustment from the Van den Akker Reflectance Pv to the dlh
Reflectance p(6°. A)
As can be seen from figure 13 , the magnitude of this adjustment was in no case greater than -0.006. Since p(f, :\) can never be greater than 1, it follows that this adjustment will be smaller for samples for which Pv closer to 1. It also is clear that the need for this adjus tment comes about from the rise in reflectance at near-grazing incidence. Thi s ri se is due to the specular refl ectance of the slightly glossy sUlface which is produced in pressing. For this reason, a coating technique which produces a roughe r or more matted coating is to be preferred if no adjustment is to be mad e. It is probably th e roughness of the coating that Goebel, 'et aI. , [2] produced by scraping whi ch led to the rather remarkabl y good ag reement between their results, whi ch are the bas is of the ea rli e r NBS scale of F(6°, A), a nd the present adj usted results. (See fi g. 17 and the discuss ion in secti on V.C. which follows .) An error of as muc h as 0.01 in the upw a rd d irec ti on can result from ass uming Pv a nd p to be eq ual , a nd an adjus tm ent based on relative d/h reflectance measurements N c(l', A) should be made if an uncertainty of less than ± .01 is des ired. In al l bu t the highest acc uracy work, it is safe to assume the se lfradiance is Lamberti an, i.e., N J.y, A)/cos y is constant.
It should be pointed out that in every case Pv and P45°lh are very nearly equal, as can be determined from the C(f, A) c urves in figure 12 . There fore the Van d en Ak ker method is es pec ially well adapted fo r calibrating measurements of directional-hemi spheri ca l re fl ectance at 45° inc idence . Since most reflectomete rs compare reflectance fac tor F(6°, A) rathe r than refl ec tan ce p(6°, A), it is in princ iple necessary to make an adjustment. However, s ince the solid angle subte nd ed at the sample is small compared to the total he mi s phere, any departure from Lambe rti an re fl ectance by the sphere coating wou ld have to be large if the differe nce between p and F is to be s ignificant. In the sphere coating mate r'ials ordinarily in use, the re fl ec tance fac tor depa rts greatly from 1 on ly for small solid angles of coll ection at very small observation angles f3 ( fig. 14) . Therefore in ge neral p is less than 0.001 hi ghe r than F and thi s adjustment ca n be ignored or estimated from data in the literature [13] .
Note that if the object of the measure me nt is to determ in e the radiative transfer properties of the s phere coating itse lf, then p is the quantity of interest and the adjustment to F should not be made. This wou ld be the case, for exa mpl e, if the coating were be ing studied in order to determine th e radiative heat transfer to the coating material.
. Determining the dlh Reflectance Factor F(6°. A) of Working Standards
Next to the adjustme nt from Pv to p, it is this step which contains the highest potential for error. These measurements are meaningful only to the ex ten t that the sa mpl es of coating with which the working standards are compared are representative of the sphere wall coating. It is for this reason that the sphere coating and the samp les s hould be prepared in precisely the same way and that reproduc ibility of reflectance is an important requirement of the coat in g. It is also this reason that favors Van den Akker's original technique of having many removable sections in th e sphe re wall itself, provided that the presence of suc h re movabl e sections does not give rise to irregularities in th e sp here coating. graphical record of the establishment of the average value for the three determinations. The representative error bars given to the left of the diagram actually were derived for 550 nm, but are fairly representative of the entire spectral range. The zero line in each case represents the average for the three determinations, and the shaded area represents the range of the total unceliainty of that average. Although the distribution of the points in general is consistent with the uncertainty levels which have been assigned, there is a lack of consistency from standard to standard between the relative values from pairs of determinations. For example, for working standard No. 1 (Russian opal glass), the third determination rehectance values are consistently lower than those of the first determination, whereas, for the other two working standards the first and third determinations yielded values which were more nearly equal ( fig. 16 ). This difference in general behavior is too large to be explained by the uncertainties in the measured values of Oc in expression (41). The most straightforward explanation for this difference is a slight drop in the reflectance of the working standard No. 1 during the interval between the second and third determinations. A better knowledge of the stability of the working standards will be obtained as more data are gathered from additional determinations.
The results of the work reported in this paper document the 48 establishment of a scale of d(h reflectance factor at 25 nm intervals over the wavelength range 400 to 750 nm. The error analysis indicates that for high quality, uniform samples with reflectance greater than 0.5 there is only a very small probability that our measured refl ectance factor values will be in error by more than 0.0015.
C. Relationship to Other Scales
In order to determine the relationship between the newly established NBS scale of d(h reflectance factor and the former one, we measured the three working standards on the NBS scale established in 1965. The results of this comparison are summarized in figure 17 . In this figure, the data points indicate the departure of the old scale from the new for each working standard. The departure of the average value of the spectraI6°/h reflectance factors for the three standards on the 1965 sca le from the same average on the new scale is shown by the light continuous line (GE average). The shaded area in the figure represents the uncertainty of the new scale, and the error bar on a central point indicates the uncertainty attributed to the 1965 scale. On the average, the old scale appears to depart from the new by about 0.002 at the s hort wavelength end of the range with the magnitude of the departure diminishing as the wavelength increases. In 1974, measurements were made of several samples of pressed BaS04 and matte ground Russian opal glass at the National Research Council Laboratories (NRC) in Canada and at NBS on the 1965 NBS scale. The heavy line in figure  17 (NRC value) departs from the light line (GE average) by the difference between the averages of the reflectance values determined in the intercomparison. In this way, the present NBS scale and the NRC scale of 1974 are compared indirectly. The rather noisy appearance of the difference can very probably be a ttributed to the imprec ision of th e NBS CE s pectrophotome te r.
The dashed line at a pproxima te ly -0.004 indi cates the combin ed e rror for thi s co mpari son. Since th e NRC va lue diffe rs from the present NBS value by over twi ce th a t amount, it is c lea r that at least one of these sca les is in error by an a mount g reate r tha n that claimed for it. At th e tim e of this writing, work is unde r way on a ne w direct intercomparison betwee n the present NRC and NBS scales of directionalhe mi sphe ri cal reflectance fa ctor and on joint efforts to de te rmine the cause of a ny diffe re nces .
D. Looking Ahead
We have already begun work on a determination of d/h re fl ecta nce fa c tor by the Sharp-Little me thod [25, 26] . Most of the data have been obtained , and de tail ed analysi s will be begun soon. Preliminary res ults indicate th a t th e refl ectance fac tors of the three wo rkin g s ta nd a rd s obtai ned by tha t me th od agree with those obtained by the Van den Akke r me thod to well within th e unce rta inty of O. 001 5. The refo re, it appears that the present NBS scale is acc urate to within the uncerta inty re porte d in this pape r.
Mainly because of th e slight ins ta bility a nd non-uniformity of the working sta ndard s, it is doubtful that an unce rtainty in F(6°, A) of less than 0. 1 percent of its value can be achieved on a practical, routine bas is by any technique which relies on s uc h sta ndards. Howe ve r, these working standa rd s a re more stable a nd more uniform th a n mos t sampl es e ncounte red in prac ti ce. For this reason, we be lieve the ne wl y esta bli s hed NBS scale of d/h reflectance fac tor to be s uffi cie ntly acc urate and prec ise to serve th e c urre nt need s for s uc h measure me nts in sc ie nce and industry. 
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VII. Appendix A. Accounting for Retroreflecta nce
Re troreflectance refe rs to th e te nd ency of objects to prefere nti a lly refl ec t radiation bac k in th e direction from whi c h it is inc idenl. This can a ri se from several causes. If a fo cuss ing ele me nt s uc h as a s mall di e lectri c s phere di rects radi a tion onto a refl ecting s urface a t or near it s fo cal point, th e refl ected radiation will be re turned bac k into th e direction from wh ic h it came . Thi s type of re trorefl ecta nce can be very directi onal, i.e., mos t of th e radiation re turn s within a few tenths of a degree of th e angle from whi ch it came. A seco nd , mu ch less direc tiona l retrorefl ectance effec t, results from th e fac t th a t s hadows are not visible from th e direc ti o n of incid e nce. Thi s mecha ni sm is important on ly for s urfaces whi ch are not hi ghl y reflecting, so th a t th e rad ia ti on is not rerefl ected out of the s ha dows . In th e case of th e hi ghl y refl ecting coatings be ing used in th e s ph e res in thi s experime nt, th e hi ghl y directional re trorefl ecta nce dominates.
The Effect of R etrorfjlectance
In order to obtain an estima te of how th e presence of retroreflectance will affect a determination of the Van d en Akker reflectance Pv, we will use a simple model in whi ch most of th e rad iatio n is refl ected in a Lam be rti a n di s tribution but a small retroreflected frac tionfr appears above th e Lambe rtai n background. The effect whi c h th e re trorefl ecta nce has upon th e flu x <Pi (A) (see UI. A.) s triking th e sphe re boundary can be seen by going one step backwards in determining th e source of <Pi' The flu x <Pi comes fro m th e walls by refl ectio n, a nd the in ciden t radiation for this refl ec ti o n is from th e sphere walls, but not from the port. The refore, in th e prese nce of retrorefl ection the irradiance on th e sphe re boundary is higher on th e wall coating than in th e port. The make up of <Pi can be de termined by noting that, in thi s model , th e flux incident upon the walls (w hi ch also comes from th e walls) is either absorbed or reflected. The total refl ec ted flux , which is <Pi, is made up of two parts
where CPr is the retroreflected fraction of the reflected flux 
where Pt is reflectance of the target exclusive of the augmented reflection in the retro direction, which is lost through the port of the measuring instrument in every case. The relative reflectance Qs of the sphere is
and the relative reflectance of the target is, as before
Equations (A2), (A3), (A4), (AS), and (A6) can be solved to obtain an expression for p~ in the following form:
Comparing (A 7) with (6), it is seen that I in the dominant first term is replaced by f(l -fr). This in essence states that the fraction the flux escaping from the port has been reduced relative to the flux lost to the walls by an amount proportional to the retroreflected fraction. The correction term a for the singular treatment of the first target reflection when the target is in the auxiliary sphere is also modified by the retroreflectance, making the form of this term so complicated that a closed solution in terms of the measurement parameters is not practical. We solve the equation iteratively, using as a first approximation for p~ the value obtained from (A 7) with a = 
Models for Retroreflective Mechanisms
Our measurements of retroreflective bidirectional reflectance factor, the data for which are shown in figure 15 , were limited to observation angles greater than 0.10. Therefore we sought a model which could be used to interpolate our data to 0° observation angle so that we could evaluate the integral in eq (39).
A model based on shadowing was developed by Hapke [27] to explain the retroreflective phenomena observed from the lunar surface. This model, which was quite successful in Hapke's application, was used by Egan and Hilgeman [13] in an effort to quantitatively evaluate the retroreflectance which they observed from barium sulfate paint and other highly reflective white coatings. Other possible mechanisms for producing retroreflectance include cube comer reflectors formed from broken cubic crystals and retroreflectance by focussing, as occurs in glass beaded retroreflecting sheeting. In the following paragraphs we will treat special cases of each mechanism.
a. Shadowing
The Hapke model includes as one of its basic assumptions that the absorbance of the scattering particles is very high. In this way, there will be a considerable contrast between the radiance coming from shadowed areas in which the radiation undergoes several reflections and the radiance reflected from an unshadowed area .. Although there is relatively little loss in highly reflecting materials such as barium sulfate or Halon, it is still possible for an initial first surface reflection to add to the background of multiply reflected radiation in a preferential manner. In order to estimate the order of magnitude of the non-diffuse reflection, one can use layers of close-packed spheres as a model for the many randomly oriented particles in the coating. Referring to one such sphere as shown in figure 18a , one can calculate the reflectance factor for such an array as follows. The bidirectional reflectance factor is given by
where E(U) is collimated irradiance incident in the direction U and L(u) is the reflected radiance in the direction u, both averaged over a sufficiently large area of the sample. In the case of retroreflectance, we set the unit vectors U and u equal. The average reflected radiance is given by definition as
where w(u) is an element of solid angle oriented in the direction (u), A is the area of the surface over which the average is being taken, and <1>( w, A) is the flux reflected from area S into solid angle w. Collimated incident radiation will come to a virtual focus at a point I which is r/2 from the outer surface of the sphere. The solid angle w is defined in terms of a small arbitrary area a on the sphere 4a w=z' r The flux reflected from this area into w is given by
wh ere P is the refl ectance of the sphere surface. (Note that since we are treating retrorefl ectance, a is chose n so that it is cent ered on a radius in the direction of E, and therefore th e directi on of incidence is normal to a.) The areaA occupied by thi s sphere in a he xagonal close-packed array is (AI2)
Using expressions (A9), (AlO), (All) , and (AI2) above In (A8) one obtains under conditions of retrorefl ectance: -1r.jJ F (U, u) = -p/ cos2y = 0.227p/cos 2 y.
(AI3)
Thi s would be roughly the max imum amount of additional bidirectional refl ectance fac tor which mi ght occ ur in th e retro-direction under ideal conditions of shadin g by surrounding particles . The cos2y term in the denominator is an artifact of th e "array of spheres" model we are using. In the continuous sUI{ace being represe nted by th e alTay of sph eres model, th e projected surface area goes as cos2y so that th e cos2y term should be omitted .
b. Cube corners
In the ideal case, the bidirecti onal reflectance factor for a cube corner reflector would be infinite at ze ro observation angle and zero at all other observation a ngles. However, imperfections in the cube corners and d iffrac ti on te nd to spread th e reflected radiation out so that bidirecti onal refl ectance factor has meaning in d escribing refl ecti on by cube corners. For th e model for maximum refl ec tance, we will assume that the cubes are pe rfect a nd th at d iffracti on is th e limiting fac tor. For near normal inc ide nce th e total retrorefl ectance from a close-pac ked array of cube corn er refl ectors
where P I is the refl ectance of th e cube faces a nd P2 is th e refl ectance of the e ntrance surface. For a perfect internal corner PI is 1 and P2 is roughly 0.05, so that Pt is roughly 0.9. For an external corner (cube corner " hole"), P2 = 0 and PI is roughly 0.05 so that Pt is roughly 1.25 X 10-4 in that case. The reflected radiance is di stributed in the diffraction pattern associated with the refle cting faces treated as apertures . For this order of magnitude calculation , we will assume the pattern to be that of a circular aperture of effective radius If the index of refraction of a bead is suc h that th e rad iati on passing through it comes to a focus be hind it, a suitable refl ector may be placed at the focal point (I in fi g. 18c .) and the radiation will be refl ected back through the bead into a collimated retrorefl ected beam. Here, the spread ing of the reflected radiance can be brought abo ut eithe r by diffrac ti on, poor focussing, or both. The diffracti on li miting case in th e previous paragraph can be applied to the Halon data in fi gure 15. In this case, th e central bright spot appea rs to subte nd an a ngle of about 0. 5 0 which corresponds to an effective lens radius of r =40/-Lm . If one ass umes a refrac tive index of 1. 5 so that the radiati on will come to a focus on the bac k of the bead and from ex peri ence with c heap cameras ass umes th at o.
b.
C. the diameter of the effective lens area is roughly one-eighth of the diameter of the bead, it follows from expressions (A12) an d (A16) that a closely pac ked array of such s pheres would have a reflectance factor for f3 q 1 of
for a specular reflector of reflectance PI located at I and
for a diffuse reflector of refl ecta nce PI at I.
. I nterpolating the retroreflectance data
From the forego ing analysis, one can make the followin g deductions, assuming that the 0. 5 excess refl ec tance fa ctor is caused by only one mechanism: Since the mechanisms are not mutually exclusive , it is expec ted that all will operate to some extent in pressed powder samples. However it is hi ghly unlikely that c ube corner reflectors will be formed in Halon, so it would be expected that the mechanism in d. or e . above would predominate. Even though the cleavage of a ct'ystal in such a way that it forms an inside corner cube refl ector is not very likely, mechanism b. probably predominates in th e BaS04 powder. Shadowing will contribute some effective retrorefl ectance in both cases. The predominate mechanisms appear to depend on the sum of the diffraction patterns associated with a number of reflectors, each with a different effective aperture, and the statistical distribution of the aperture sizes is unknown. Therefore we chose to use an e mperical fitting fun ction. The fun c tion 
VIII. Appendix B. Interpretation of Error Statements
The e rror analysis in this paper involves three distinct classes of e rrors. The first class of error is the measured random error. This type of error appears as noise in the measurements and is evaluated by making eac h measurement seve ral times and performing the usual error analysis on the results. For this type of error, we will cite three times the standard deviation of the mean.
The second class of error is the estimated random error. This class of error contributes to the outcome in the same way as the measured random etTOr, but, either because of the inconsequential effects of th e error or because of experimental difficulties which would be involved in evaluating it, we choose to estimate the size of the error instead of determining it by making several measurements. In making such an estimate, we choose to estimate the smallest range of uncertainty within whic h the correct value will fall with a very high probability, i. e ., an intuitive ninety-five times out of a hundred. For thi s type of error, we will cite the size of the estimated error itself. The estimation process is carried out in such a way that the sign of th e error is indeterminant. If it is known that a particular cause of error will result in an error which is always of one sign , we will correct the measured value to a most probable value and reduce the magnitude of the estimated random error appropriately. The estimated random enor is combined in quadrature with the measured random error to obtain the total random error. All random errors, whethe r measured or estimated, will be denoted by the symbol 8 .
The third type of error is the estimated systematic error, indicated by the symbol 11. This error is like the estimated random error in all respectes e xcept one, namely it is not independe nt from determination to determination , i.e., it will affect all determinations in the same wa y. It should be pointed out that this does not mean that the sign of the measurement is known , but only that the sign of the effect is known to be fixed from dete tmination to determination. For example, in conec ting for the reflection of radiation from the beveled lip of th e sphere, we esti mate that the radiation will be reflected with an average refl ectance intermediate between one and the normal reflectance of the stainless steel. (See discussion preceding (19) .) If the actual reflectance is Tess than our estimated value, determinations of reflectance made using this estimate will result in Pv values whi ch are all slightly high er than if the estimates were correctly made. In the course of many determina tions, the total random error will be reduced, but the systematic error will remain. Since the sign of the systema tic errors is not kn own , systemati c errors from independe nt causes will be added in quadrature, and at each point in th e analys is at which it is desirabl e to estima te a total un certainty, the syste mati c error a nd the total random error will be add ed in quadrature . However , wh e n proceeding to combine the results of several de te rmina ti ons, we will first co mbine th e rando m e rro rs in th e ordina ry way a nd add the largest systematic e rror in quadrature a t the end. In this wa y, th e calcula ted syste ma ti c error is not redu ced by repeating th e meas urements . The total un certainti es so calculated are to be regard ed as de termining a range within whi ch we ex pect th e correct value to fall with a probability of approxima tely 0 .95. Thi s total uncertainty will be indicated by th e symbol E.
IX. Appendix C. Calculating qr, A.)
The integrals in (11) a re evalua ted in closed fo rm afte r fitting th e expe ri me nt al da ta for Ny and Nc .
Fitting Nc( f , A)
Th e da ta for Nc were fill ed by a n expression of the form :
In the case of the ori ginal knife-edge dala, th e values of th e coefficients, as obtained by least squ a res fillin g, are given in tabl e CII as desc ribing th e " upper limit" c urv e. In th e ori ginal data , th e least un cert ainty was assoc iated with th e f = 0 reading. Therefore, all data were norm ali zed to th e f = 0 reading and bo was take n to be 1 whe n th e da ta were fitt ed. Becau se of the symm etry in azimuth , b l a nd b3 a re taken to be zero.
In th e acce pted data , Ng(f)/cos f was take n as 1 up to f = 'Tr /4 . To obtain th e rema ining part of thi s curve we obta ined Ny(y ) according to th e ex pression
The difference data Ng(y) -N~(y) us ing th e data for th e a ngles 'Tr /3 (60°), 57r/ 12(75°) a nd 17'Tr /36(85°) we re fitt ed us ing th e for m (C4)
After b; a nd b~ were dete rmined , th ese were used to obt a in th e bi in th e exp ression (C2).
(C l) 3 . Calculating C(r , A)
An even fun ction of f was used , since we have ass umed the directional-he misph eri cal refl ecta nce of the coatin gs does not depend on the angle of azimuth of th e incide nt direc ti on, but depends only on the a ngle of eleva ti on. The coeffi c ie nts in (C l) , as determine d by a least squares fittin g of th e ex perimental data are given in table C1.
Fitting Ny(f , A)
Since th e experi mental d ata for Ny(y , A)/COS (y) we re found to be nearly independent of wavelength , onl y one fun c ti on
Ny(f) is needed fo r each type of coating. However, sin ce there was such a large un certainty in the Ng(f) data , three se ts of Ny(f) were fill ed as described in part IV . B.3. in the main text. The form used for the fitting th e data was:
i=O 
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With the ex pressions (Cl) for Nc(f , A) a nd (C2) for Ng(f , A) substituted into eq (11) , th e integrals in th at equati on ca n be evaluated in closed form in terms of integrals of th e form Ii = flJI2 P cos f s in fdf self-radi a nce has a very small effect on th e yalu e of N c in all cases. Therefore only the accepted value of N c will be used in each case to calculate C(f, A). The results of th e scanning whi ch has been done to date with th e telescop ic detector indicate th at the real value probably lies toward the lower limit from the a ccepted valu e . On this belief, we will assign the largest difference betwee n an accepted valu e and a lower ljmit value, 0.00005 , as the magnitude of th e uncertaint y in Nc due to the uncertainty in evaluating th e self-radi a nce by measurin g Ny.
X. Appendix D. The Three Working Standards
The properties which standards for refl ecta nce factor measurements should have is a subject over whi ch there is muc h diversity of opinion. By definition , refl ectance factor is refl ectance relative to the refl ectance of a totally refl ecti ng Lambertian refl ector, both measured on th e same instru me nt. Based on thi s d efinition , the best standard for calibrating an TABLE CII Coefficient for the expansion of N o( f)/cosf in powers of the angle of incidence f in radians for three different sphere coatings and three different assumptions concerning the self-radiance distribution.
Coating
Curve instmment to measure reflectance fa ctor would be a totall y refl ecting Lambertian refl ector, or the closest thing to it which could be obtained. The Halon and barium sulfate sphere linings which were used in the work desc ribed in thi s paper were very close to thi s id eal. However, if refl ectance factor measurements are going to be of use in practical applications, the instmment must be defined as part of the specification of the measure ment. It is for this reason that we have defined the measurements as carefully as possible in terms of integrals desc ribing the inc ident radiation and the instrument response. We believe the properties of our reference reflectometer are very close to those specified in the definition for directional-hemispherical reflectance factor which we have used, and furthermore, we believe the geometrical properties of that instrume nt to be stable in time . In order to confirm this, however, we feel that it is important to have several working standards representing the gamut of the highly reflec ting materials which we would be measuring with this instrument. It is also important that several different types of working standards be used in order to be able to detect c hanges in the optical properties of any one of them. As a means of retaining our scale of measureme nt in day-to-day measurements and as a means of comparing one determination with another, we are using the following working Standards: The exact date of manufac ture of this particular piece of glass is unknown, but it has been at least twenty years since any glass of this type has been manufactured . The piece used is 100 mm by 100 mm and is 11 mm thic k. It is marked V6-D1 for identification . The side whi c h is measured is fl a t and hi ghl y polished.
Working The plaque used is 108 mm by 108 mm and is ma rk ed 80-1 for identification. The surface whic h is measured is smooth and non-porous, b ut it has a slight rippl e or "ora nge peel" texture.
These three workin g standard s cove r the range of refl ectance factor from nearly 1 to approxima tely 0. 8 , whi c h is the range ge nerally used for standards to cali brate the ga in settin g of refl ectometers. In addi ti on, the Vitrolite s ta nda rd is slightly tra nsluce nt. Recent tests have shown our ins trument to be insensitive to this a mount of translucence, but if thi s should change the d iffe rence will be noti cea bl e in the mea-55 surements obta ined using this standa rd as compa red to th e others . Because of the rippled surface in the porcelain enamel sta nda rd , the surface re fl ecti on from this sta nd a rd is spread out more th an that from the othe r two sta nd a rds which have flat surfaces. Therefore, differences in th e way the instrument hand les specula r refl ecti on may show lip in th e relative measure ments of thi s s tanda rd with respect to the others . (The most sensitive test of the way the instrument treats specular refl ectance is made by measuring a s pec ul a r mirror. We inte nd to use this proced ure as soo n as we have the capa bility to measure th e refl ec tance of a mirro r with th e necessary accuracy.)
The cleaning procedure used is a n important part of ma intaining working standards of refl ecta nce. Our present approac h is to use a procedure whi c h will disturb as littl e as poss ibl e the laye rs of oxides a nd oth e r sUl{ace fi lms characteristic of the materi als . T he refore, we store the sta ndards in dessicators and before each measurement we was h them with a mil d no nfluoresc ing soap, rinse th em thoroughl y with hot wa ter, rinse the m with d istill ed wa te r, and blot them dry with soft ti ssue paper. Any lint whi c h re ma ins on th e sUl{ace is removed by gently brushing wi th a soft bnIsh.
